Monday, March 29, 2021
JST Introduces New Partnership with MYG-Tech LTD to Provide Expanded Sales Support in Israel
JST now offers local representation in Israel supporting sales, installation, and maintenance of JST
Manufacturing Wet Benches and other semiconductor equipment.
Meridian, ID: JST Manufacturing, Inc. today announced a new partnership with MYG-Tech LTD. This
partnership will represent JST Manufacturing’s diverse portfolio of innovative and customized wet
chemical processing benches and parts cleaning benches for the semiconductor, loT, MEMS, and optoelectronics markets to customers in Israel.
“The chance to work with MYG-Tech to support our products and services in Israel was simply too great
of an opportunity to pass up,” claimed Ryan Zrno, Chief Executive Officer at JST Manufacturing. “We’re
tremendously excited by what the future holds for MYG-Tech and JST as we start to collaborate to
provide solutions to our customers challenges.”
The benefits of the new partnership include:




A local sales staff, dedicated to collaborating with
JST Manufacturing to provide quality, costefficient, and safe solutions
Access to trained local service technicians
available for installation of JST Manufacturing
equipment
Local field service support available for existing JST Manufacturing semiconductor wet process
equipment.

"We at MYG-Tech Ltd are excited to be selected by JST as the local partner in Israel” says Nir Gabai,
Marketing Director at MYG-Tech LTD. “JST, as one of the leaders in wet process and precision cleaning
technology solutions manufacturer, will be a great addition to our product line."
About JST Manufacturing, Inc.: JST Manufacturing is a world class supplier of wet benches for the
semiconductor, opto-electronics, biomedical, food processing, and other clean industries. We collaborate
with our customers to provide best solutions for lab, fab and HVM requirements, which incorporate
reduced chemical usage, reduced footprint and efficient automation for improved throughput to provide
the maximum return on investment for the industries we serve..
About MYG-Tech LTD: MYG Tech LTD is an exclusive distributor and manufacturer’s representative
worldwide: Israel, Europe, USA and Japan. Our customers include the largest semiconductor Fabs, as
well as major equipment manufacturers.
Our main products are semiconductor equipment, systems, assemblies, consumables spare parts and
accessories. Specializing in wafer handling, tool upgrades and improvement, providing cost-effective
solutions, MYG Tech provides a high level of customer orientation and best cost-effective solutions per
the customer’s needs.
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